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INTRODUCTION 
FUNCTIONS of measures have already been introduced and studied by Goffman and Serrin [8], 
Reschetnyak [lo] and Demengel and Temam [5]: especially for the convex case, some lower 
continuity results for the weak tolopology (see [5]) permit us to clarify and solve, from a 
mathematical viewpoint, some mechanical problems, namely in the theory of elastic plastic 
materials. 
More recently, in order to study weak convergence of solutions of semilinear hyperbolic 
systems, which arise from mechanical fluids, we have been led to answer the following ques- 
tion: on what conditions on a sequence pn of bounded measures have we f(~,) --* f(p) where 
P is a bounded measure and f is any “function of a measure” (not necessarily convex)? We 
answer this question in Section 1 when the functions f are homogeneous, and in Section 2 for 
sublinear functions; the general case of asymptotically homogeneous function is then a direct 
consequence of the two previous cases! An extension to x dependent functions is described in 
Section 4. In the one dimensional case, we give in proposition 3.3 a criteria which is very useful 
in practice, namely for the weak continuity of solutions measures of hyperbolic semilinear 
systems with respect to weakly convergent Cauchy data. 
Another application concerns a work in preparation [6) on measure-valued solutions for 
hyperbolic scalar equations. 
The results of this paper were announced in [2]. 
1. F(p) WITH F HOMOGENEOUS 
For compact Hausdorff space r, C(T, ii?) denotes the Banach space of continuous IRd valued 
functions normed by 
IICDIIL” = SUPId = L5ST(Z6pi(X)2)1’2* 
We assume throughout that r is nonempty. 
* Research partially supported by grant NSF DMS 86-01183 from the United States National Science Foundation. 
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The IT? valued Bore1 measures p E M(T, @) represent the dual of C(T, l@) with the pairing 
(P, v) = i coi did P = (d , . . ..Pd). 
The norm of p is then 
The variation ],uI E M(T, IR) is defined by giving it values on open sets o C r 
I~k.4 = SUPS w P E cc ~9, IldlLm 5 1, SUPPCO c 4. 
Then (],~u(( = (p](T) is the total variation. With these definitions, if P = gv, v E M(T, R) then 
IIPII = (Qi(x)2)“2 dIvI- 
s 
(1.1) 
Norm convergence of a sequence of measures is denoted with an arrow 3, and weak star 
convergence is denoted with a half arrow -. Thus if & E M(r, @), k = 1,2, . . . and 
I( E M(r, @), 
pk --) p iff dr(lk - PiI + 0 
pk - p iff v v E cc md), (pkr d --) (PL, v>. 
If F: Rd + R is positively homogeneous of degree 1, and Bore1 measurable, then for 
P E M(T, lRd), F(p) E M(lI, IR) is defined as follows (see [l, Section 5, pp. 65-671). Choose a 
nonnegative v E M(T, R) so that each component pi is absolutely continuous with respect to v. 
Then p = gv with g: r -, II? Bore1 measurable and integrable dv and F(p) is defined by 
F(p) = F(g)v. That this is independent of the choice of v is proved as follows. For two choices 
v1 and v2, choose a third v3, with Vi 4 v3, i = 1,2 then express all three representations as 
multiples of vj . 
Immediate consequences of the definition are: 
(1.2) If pj E M(T, Rd) j = 1,2 are mutually singular, p, I p2, then F(p, + y2) = F(p,) + 
HP,). 
(1.3) If g: r -+ IR is a nonnegative Bore1 measureable function integrable d,u then 
F(gp) = gF(p). 
Example 1.4. If F(r) = (<‘)+ then F(,u) is the positive part of pi. 
Example 1.5. If F(c) = ItI = (X(<i)2)*‘2 then F(p) = IpI is the variation of ~1. If 51 c I?” is 
open and u: Q --t R is of bounded variation on 0 then F(dx, au/ax,, . . . , au/ax,,) is the surface 
area measure for the graph of u (see [S]). 
Example 1.6. If a c IR” is open u: Sz -+ R is convex then [det[a2u/axiaxj])“” is the Monge- 
Ampere measure of the graph, related to the Gauss curvature (see [9]). 
The next theorem gives basic results concerning the continuity of the map p, F -+ F(p) with 
the norm topology on M(T, md). 
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THEOREM 1.7. If F and G are two Bore1 functions homogeneous of degree 1 and 
IF(l) - G(r)1 s 6 for all 141 = 1,then 
h.4 - WOI 5 d/d. (1.8) 
If F is Lipschitz continuous and A is a Lipshitz constant IF(~) - F(q)1 5 AIM - ~1 for all 
<, q E lRd, then for pj E M(I, p) j = 1,2 
OF - &+)I 5 111~1 - PUZ~. (1.9) 
For F positively homogeneous and Borel, the map p --) F(p) is continuous for the norm 
topology in M(I, Rd) if and only if F E C(@, IR). In this case, the map P + F(p) is uniformly 
continuous on norm bounded subsets of M(I, lRd). 
Proof. The first assertion is immediate. For the second choose v E M(lY, m) with pj d v 
j = 1,2. Thenpj = hjvand 
IF(P,) - F(~u,)l = IF(h,) - F&)1 dlvl 5 Alh, - &I dv = Alp, - ~21. 
To prove the necessity of continuity in the third part suppose that rk + < in lRd. Then for any 
Y E I9 pk = tkay -* (2,. If ,D -+ F(,u) is continuous for norm convergence we conclude that 
0 = limIIFt~k) - F(~u)ll = limllNW, - Ftt>&ll = limlWk) - F(<)l. 
Conversely, given R > 0 and E > 0 we will find a 6 > 0, depending on F, so that if II pjll I R, 
j = I,2 and 11~ - PAI < 6 then IIFW - F(~dll < E. 
Choose 2 = sup(IF(<): l(l 5 1). Choose 6, > 0 so that l{l I 1, (~1 5 1, and I< - tfl c 6r 
imply IF(c) - F(q)\ I e/4R. Let 6 = 6,e/4L. 
With ~j as above let v = Ip,( + Ipzl. Then pj = gjv, gj Borel, IJgj IJL” I 1, and llvll I R. 
Then 
vlx: k*(x) - &WI > 6,) < $ IP, - P*l c e/4L. 
1 s 
We then estimate 
IIF - F(~c,)ll = 
i 
10,) - F(g,)I dv = 
L L*l>*, + Lg21<*, 
< 2Lv(lg, - &I > 6,) + -& llvll c ; + ; = E. n 
We next turn to the more subtle question of convergence in the weak star topology. The map 
P + F(p) is not continuous in that topology. 
Example 1.10. Let M([-1, 11: IT?) 3pk = bljk - 8_l/k and F(t) = ItI, then ,& - 0 and 
F(/‘k) - 26, # F(0) = 0. 
In the scalar case, d = 1, all homogeneous F are linear combinations of r* so (P)~ - (~0~ 
suffices to insure that F(pk) - 
of the variations (pi)+ - 
F(p). For d > 1, vague convergence ,& - p(k and convergence 
,ui is not sufficient to guarantee F(pk) - F(p). 
Example 1 .ll. Let r = [- 1, 11, d = 2, pk = (6llk, C&), then & - p = (6,, S,) and 
(A)* - (pi)+. In fact, for any rl E @, (rl* ,&)f - (?,I * p)* . Nevertheless, if F(l) = I[ 1, then 
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WJ = iu” - 2&, while F(U) = 66,. When F is convex there is weak semicontinuity for the 
map p -, F(p). 
PROPOSITION 1.12 [5]. If F is convex then p -+ F(p) is lower semicontinuous for weak star con- 
vergence that is, if pk - p then F(p) 5 lim F(&. 
Weaker conditions than norm convergence suffice to guarantee F(pk) - F(p) for all con- 
tinuous homogeneous F. 
Example 1.13. If j E C,,(IR”, IR), sj(x) dx = 1, j,(x) = k”j(kx), and p E M(lR”, lRd) n 
&‘(lR”, lRd) then p, = j, * fl converges vaguely to fi but not necessarily in norm. However 
F@c,) - F(p) for all continuous homogeneous F (see (1.21)). For I C IR” this shows that our 
definition of F(p) is quite natural. 
Example 1.14. If one regularizes the components of p with different kernels the convergence 
in example 1.13 may fail. For example if j E C&R, IR), 5 j = 1, supp j C (0, m), j,(x) = kj(kx), 
j,(x) = j,(-x), p = (6,, d,), then & = (jk * 6, jZk * 6) = (jk) j& - p. However, with F(c) = 
cr: + rf>“‘, F(p) = v%,,, and F(,Uk) - ((6 + 1)/2)&. 
Our main result gives necessary and sufficient conditions on a sequence L(k - p in order that 
F(,G) - F(p) for all continuous homogeneous F. 
THEOREM 1.15. Suppose that & is a sequence in M(T, I@) weak star convergent to p. Then, the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(A) For any continuous F positively homogeneous of degree 1, F(pk) - F(p). 
(B) (D(,&) - v(p) for one strictly convex norm, (D, on Rd. 
(C) For any E > 0 there is an h E C(I, @) so that 
(D) For any E > 0 there is a finite family of disjoint compact subsets Ki, . . ., KN of I and 
unit vectors ri, c2, . . . , rN in IRd such that 
lim IIPk - %jXKjIPkIII < ‘* (1.17) 
k-.-z 
For condition (B) of the theorem we recall that a norm (D on lRd is strictly convex if and only 
if (V E > O)(g 6 > O)(V r, V) 
lrl = Id = 1 and V((T + VV2)) > I - 6 = cp(< - rl) < e. 
This result is in fact contained in the proof of theorem 3 of Reschetnyak [lo], though it is not 
enounced in it. But its proof requires many sophisticated notions and lemmas. We give here a 
very natural and elementary proof of A - B. 
The conditions (C) and (D) state in different ways that the “polarization” ,.&[pk( is nearly 
independent of k. 
Example 1.18. pk = &,,k - dI/k E M([-1, 11: IR). Here (A) is violated since p(k - 0, 
I,&1 - 2&. To see that (C) is violated, notice that for any h E C(il?, II?) 
limllpk - hl@k[([ = lim(l1 - h(-l/k)1 + II + h(l/k)l) L 2. 
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Note however that if h = x~_~,~, - xlo,.,,) then & = hl &.I for all k. Thus the Continuity Of h 
in (C) is essential. Similarly, if Kr = [-I, O[, K, = 10, 11, <r = +l, r2 = -1 then pk - 
Ci &,Y~, 1~~1 = 0 for all k. Thus the compactness of the Ki in condition (D) is essential. 
Example 1.19. If d = 1 and & r 0 condition (C) is satisfied. One need only take h = 1. 
Similarly taking K = I and < = +l we see that (D) is satisfied. The same choices work under 
the weaker hypothesis Il(pk)_ll --) 0. A n interesting nonnegative example is given by & = 
fk dX E M([O, 1]: R) with 
k-l 
fk = ; (l + (-l)j)xfj/k,(j+l)/k] 9 f = x[O.l] * 
Then r((k - p = f d_x satisfies the criteria of theorem 1.15, so F(,&) = F(fk) dx - F(p) = 
F(f) dx for F positively homogeneous and continuous. On the other hand, for nonhomo- 
geneous F, for example F(s) = min(?, 1) we do not have F(fk) -+ F(f). This underlines the 
fact that the set of F in (A) is quite restricted. 
Example 1.20. If /‘k -, ,u in norm let us prove (C) without recourse to theorem 1.15. Let g be 
in L’(I, 1~)) such that p = glpl, 6 > 0 and h E C(T, IF?), so that jlh - gllcll c 6/3. We may 
assume that IhI 5 1. Let then /co sufficiently large in order to have for k 1 k,, jlpk - pi < 6. 
Then for k 2 k,, 
i 
bk - hbkil 5 I j~k-~~+jilr-hlP~~+jl~~~~k-~~~3X~/3. 
Similarly, one verifies (D) by approximating g defined by p = glpl, by a simple function 
Z<iXKi with Ki compact and unit vectors C. 
Example 1.21. If p E M( R”, @) has COInpaCt SUppOrt and ,& = jk * p as in example 1.13 we 
show that (C) is satisfied. For any E > 0, choose h E C,(lR”, lRd), IJh(lLW 5 1 such that 
11~ - hIpI II < e/6. Then choose N > 0 so that for k L N, 
x - Y E vpjk * b(x) - &‘)I < 41r41/6. 
We use two estimates concerning convolution with j k: for any any finite v E M(R”, Rd) 
bk * VII 5 
bk * W 
The latter follows on expressing the left 
rl r 
IIVII, and for n L N 
- h(jk * V)ll < 414/6. 
hand side as 
jk(x - NW - h(H) d VW b. 
Using these estimates yields for n 2 N 
pk = _ik * !’ = .ik * (hid) 
= hO’k * (IPI) + V2 + 
+ VI, IIv,II < e/6 
Vl, lb211 < c/6. 
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Then, since j, * (pi 2 0, 
IPA = Ihltik * IPI) + v3, 11~~11 < 2~16. 
=j,*(lhlld) + v4 + v3, 11~411 < ~16 
= jk + (114) + 3 + v4 + v3, Ilusll < c/6. 
Since~, - h(p,l = v, + v2 + h(v, + v, + vs), we have for n L N, (1~~ - hl~~l(I < E. H 
To prove theorem 1.15 we will show A = B = C = D =) A. The implication A * B is trivial. 
Proof that (B) * (C). Choose A E [l, a[ so that v <, q E I?, 
A-“21< - ?/I I cp(l - q) 5 P21~ - qt. 
Then given any E > 0 we choose 6 > 0 so that 
(P(r) = co(V) = 1 and V((T + t1)/2) 2 1 - 4 * a?(T - V) c &/(A S~PlI~(~k)llZ). 
Since j.fk 4 q&) and P * P/P) we may choose Bore1 measureable functions gk and g so that 
pk = gkv(pk), p = abc) and dgk) = v(g) = 1 at all points of r- 
Choose h E C(T, IT?) with p(h) = 1 and 
i 
q(h - g) dq$p) c e6/8A. 
Since (u)(P~), 1) --) (p(p), 1) we may choose k, so that for all k > k0 
{deW 5 id@‘(r) + e8/8A. 
The subadditivity of v, shows that 
Since j cp(h - g) d&/l) < c6/8A, we find 
dqQ + h&u)) + 3&/16A. 
SincePk + hv(Pk) - P + h&u), the lower semicontinuity (1.12) implies that we may choose 
k, 2 k0 so that for all k > k,, 
d&p + hdp)) -( ‘@(I4 + hV7(l((d) + g. 
““‘Z‘I = Y ‘w)l_4)(“~l = 0 = (W),_4)lflI 
‘%uyed aql %uyuyap jy aue\dladrCq qxa .IOJ (z) 
pw ‘3 utzq~ ssa[ ~alauw!p ar\t?q %u!hed aql JO sa@nwa~ aql (I) 
leql os 
saxx? aql 01 IaIpxed saue[dladlCy JO lcIy.~y e 1(q d alzed -(I s 1x1 r 3 - I :p~ 3 x) = y lay 
‘3 > (3 - I 5 ((x)41 :xjl”tll 
pf(P I04 - +/I 5 l”djP 14 - I41 
s s 
= IIIYfl14 - yflII 
‘I 5 I”41 ax+ uaqL *J 3 x 11~ 10~. I 5 I(x)*yI pue 
‘ IW I”4 = W tp!~ Yy alqexwaur laro8 asooq3 ‘I z y Jod * 1 5 -~~llqll pue ‘(d ‘J)3 3 4 uaqL 
‘I c I(x)041 J! l(X)OY Im”Y 
I 5 IW041 J! (X)OY 1 
= (x)y 
ia7 *z3 > II I+fIOy - +fllu~ wqi OS (,d ‘-03 3 O4 asoov 0 c 3 uaA!9 .(a) * (3) wy~.loo~d 
H *a$aldtuo3 s! (a) JO Joold 
awpue3 > IIJ?fll4 - y n II aAsq ahi ‘Iy < y JOJ ‘snyL 713 dq papunoq osp2 s! yt,’ u10.13 uognqy 
-uo3 aql leyt MOMS 017y30 azrs aql103 avxugsa aqi qi!~ Jayla%ol z 5 (4 - Wd, asn ?y u0 773 
bq paieu!wop sy Jfi~ troy uoynqyuo3 aqi xql shoqs qnJ uo (4 - ?S)h 103 awugsa aqL 
yri)cnp (4 - *QtJ J 
s 
v 5 
IYdIP(4 - Td 
s 
Z/IV 5 IYdlP I4 - “81 
5 
= lllY~IY - +fll 
qy~ u@aq (I IWly - W II aieuysa 0~ 
*(IIW~lldns vz)/3 > (4 - ‘W 
‘Y~J uo pue ~913 > (%WWJ uaq_L *I9 - I > (Z/WY + WWj :J 3 4 = W ia7 
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Since only a countable number of hyperplanes have inverse image by h of positive measure for 
fl or some p, , pavings satisfying (1) and (2) are easy to find. 
Let RI, R,, . . . . RN be the closure of the rectangles of the paving with nonvoid intersection 
with A, Let E; i h-‘(Int(Ri)), i = 1,2 , . . . , N. Then the Ei are open in I and aEi, contained in 
h-i of the hyperplanes in the paving, are null sets for 1~1 and 1~~1. As 
we have 
IYuEi C ((hl < 1 - E) U UdEi), 
’ I,Ykl(lY\L!Ei) < E. 
For each i, choose a compact set yi C Ei with 
IPII(E,\Yi) < E/N- (1.22) 
Choose open sets ai’, # with yi C Qf CC 62: CC Ei and let Ki 5 (Ei\Q2) U 0:. 
As h(Ei) is a rectangle of diameter less than E which intersects A we can choose a unit vector 
riEIRdwithIh(x)-ril~2EforallxEEi. 
We will show that these choices of Ki, & serve to verify (D). On UKi we have 
(h - CiriXKiI < 2e, and on I\Uki, Ih - X<iXKiI 5 2 SO 
llCh - ~~iXK~)lPkIII s 2&llPkll + 21Pkl(r\uKi)* 
Write lTUKi = (T\UEi) U U(Ei\Ki). The first set has 1~~1 measure less than E. For the second, 
notice that (EiWi) CC Ei\yi SO we may choose Cpi E Co(Ei\yi, IR) with 0 I pi I 1 rpi = 1 on 
Ei/Ki. We then have 
llCh - ~~iXK,)lPklII s 2ellPkll + 2E + (IPkl, C Pi>* 
To estimate the last term, note that Ei = h-‘(Int Ri) SO IhI 2 1 - 2s on Ei. Taking the 
scalar product of pc - !zlpkl with h yields 
lI(h ‘Pk - IPkI)XUEiII < E2 + “IIflkII* 
The supports of cpi are disjoint and contained in Ei so IIC~illL~ I 1. Thus, 
l<lpkl, Q’i) - (h ‘flk, ~i)l < E2 + 2&ll~kll* 
Noiv, 
(h ’ pk 9 CrPi) = (pk 9 h%i) + (CC, hQi) 5 IPII(CJEi\Vi) < E 
the last estimate following from (1.22). Thus 
fiIIh - ~~iXK,I~klll 5 (3 + 4S~PlI~kll)& + E2 
k 
and (D) is proved. n 
Proof that (D) = (A). Choose R > supI) ,+)I. G’ iven E > 0, part 3 of theorem 1.7 shows 
that there is a 6 E 10, E] so that if vi, v2 E M(I, P’), llvill I R, JJv, - v211 c 36 then 
IIF - mJ,)ll < E. 
Choose Ki, <; as in (D) SO that 
limlhk - %XKjl~kllI 5 6. 
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Then r\UK, is an open subset of I’ with 
liml/fkl(I\UKi) 5 6. 
It follows that 
Ij.fl(I\UKi) ‘: 6. (1.23) 
Choose pi E C(T, lR), 0 5 Pi I 1 SO that pi = 1 on Ki and for i # j, Pipj = 0. Let P = Qi. 
Then since (Ipl( 5 1, I pkl - p . pk is a positive measure. Then (1.23) and (1.17) yield 
WI IPkl - P . Pkll < 23 and ~IIP, - PIhIll < 26. (1.24) 
For any (p E C(I, IR) with 0 5 p I 1 
(l~l,co) 5 lim(l~kl,V)) 5 lhn(p*~k,~> + 26 = (p*p,rp> + 26. 
Thus, 0 5 (1~1 - p - p, y.~) I 26, and we conclude that )I 1~1 - p * pll I 26. Then, 
IPkl - IPI = (IPA - P’lld + (P’illk - P’P) + (P’P - IPO. 
The first and last measure have norm less than 26 and the middle converges vaguely to zero. 
Thus for any y E C(K, IR), Il&- i 1 
=(lP,l - Id, Y) 5 46. 
As 6 1 E and E was arbitrary we conclude that I,u~I - I pl . Passing to the limit in (1.24) yields 
1)~ - pJpu(l( I 2cS. Thus, the choice of 6 yields, 
and 
=llwd - ~(Phlll 5 E, 
Thus, 
lIm4 - ~(PMII 5 &. 
F(&) - F(p) = m)(IJlkl - IPO + Vk 
where the first term tends vaguely to zero and iGiil(v,II I 2~. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, it 
follows that F(pUk) - F(U). n 
We end this section by noting that theorem 1.15, though given on a compact set I applies to 
yield corresponding results for measures defined on an open subset Q C lRd. Four natural 
choices present themselves, the duals of C&2, lRd) C &2: Rd) = (u E C(Q: lRd): u = 0 
on an) c C(&l Rd) c BC(SZ, IR’) = C(sZ: Rd) fl L”(L2: lRd). The first is the set of continuous 
functions with compact support. The topology is the usual inductive limit. The last three are 
Banach spaces with the sup norm. In all four cases weak star convergence of measures is 
described in terms of weak star convergence in C(lY: iRd)’ for suitable compact subsets I of Sz. 
We have 
(I) pk - p in C,(Q: lRRh)’ iff V ~C~.compact 9 fik - p in c(r: I?)’ (1.25) 
(II) pk - p in BC(Q: Rh)’ if (1.25) holds and v 6>0, grcn,,,,pact, lp(l(n\I) < 6. (1.26) 
Finally, C(Q) and C(Q)’ are the same as M.?(Q)‘, and, weak star convergence in each of these 
spaces is equivalent to weak star convergence in each of the others. The next corollaries are then 
direct consequences of theorem 1.15. 
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COROLLARY 1.27. If SJ c I?” is open and pk - fi in the weak star topology for C,(SX Rd)’ then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(A) F(pk) - F(U) for all continuous F positively homogeneous of degree 1. 
(B) v(,u~) - (D(P) for one strictly convex norm p on lRd. 
(C) For any compact r C !2 and E > 0 there is an h E C(T, IT?) so that lim(Ipk - h(pUkl 11 < E. 
(D) For any compact r C Q and E > 0 there is a finite disjoint family of compact sets Ki c I- 
and unit vectors {i E lRd with GGJ(pLk - ~:rixK,I~uk(l( < E. 
COROLLARY 1.28. If n c I?” is open-and pLk - fl in the weak star topology for BC(Q: lRd)‘, then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F&) - F(p) in BC’ for all continuous F positively homogeneous of degree 1. 
(b) CD&) - cp(p) in BC’ for one strictly convex norm (p on Rd. 
(c) For any E > 0 there is an h E C,(G: Wd) so that lim(IpUk - h/p,I(( c E. 
(d) For any E > 0 there is a finite disjoint family of compact subsets Ki C t2 and unit vectors 
ti E Rd with limI(~~ - ~rixK,J~ukl )I < E. 
The proof of the corollaries are left to the reader. 
2. f(p) WITH f SUBLINEAR 
Definition. f: IRd -+ IR is called sublinear if lim f(<)/l<I = 0, that is for any E > 0 there is 
I.9 -= 
an R so that for l<l > R,f(t)/)rl < E. 
Example 2.1.f,(<) = I<[/(1 + Sl~12) and the components& of& = (fi, . . ..f$). 
&(‘) = I 
r if l[l I N 
N{/lcl if I<[ > N 
are all continuous sublinear functions. 
Definition. Suppose r c R” is compact and dx is Lebesque measure. For p E M(T, lRd) and 
sublinearf E C(Rd, R) withy(O) = 0 the measuref(p) is defined as f 0 g dw where p = g dx + v 
is the Lebesque decomposition of p with g: r + iRd Bore1 measureable and integrable dx. 
Remark. The normalization of Lebesque measure is critical. If one replaces dx by adx, 
a E 10, oo[ then the Lebesque decomposition becomes (g/a)(a dx) + v and one would get 
af (g/a) dx, a different result. 
Properties 2.2. (i) f(p) a dx. (ii) If p I dx then f(p) = 0. (iii) If (pi - ~1~) I dx then 
f(p,) = f(B2). (iv) IfM = Ilf(tM~lIl~-ca~ < 00 then llf(Al 5 MIIPII. 
If puk = j, *p as in (1.13) then f(,uk) -f(p). (2.3) 
This follows from Lebesque’s Differentiation theorem as we show in example 2.6. Property 
(2.3) shows that the definition of f(p) is natural. If one tried the same definition, 
f(p) = f(g) dx, for f of linear growth, I f(x)\ I ~1x1, the continuity property (2.3) would no 
longer be true. 
The analog of theorem 1.15 for sublinear functions is the following. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose I is a compact subset of iR” and that pk, p E M(r, iRd) have Lebesque 
decompositions pk = gk dx + vk, P = g dx + v with respect to Lebesque measure dx. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) For any sublinear f E C(lRd, IR), f(pk) -f(p). 
(p) For any sublinear f c C(Rd, iR), f(&) -) f(p). 
(y) The functions gk are bounded in L’(I, md, dx) and gk converges to g in measure, that is, 
for any rl > 0 
limdwlx E I-: I@) - &&.)I > q) = 0. (2.5) 
Example 2.6. We verify that & = jk *p as in example 1.13 satisfy (y). First & B dx and 
I]~~ll I (1 jll~l~a,dx,l(~ll, shows the boundedness of the g k = (jk * g) + jk * v. It is classical that 
bk * g - gllL’(1Rd.dr) + 0 as k + 0. Thus it suffices to remark that jk * v converges to zero in 
measure, a consequence of Lebesque’s Differentiation theorem. In contrast to example 1.14 
one may regularize the components p”’ with different kernels and the above argument shows that 
(y) remains valid, so f(pk) --t f(p). 
Example 2.7. The condition of theorem 1.15 are satisfied by & = cl;d 6j/k/k - xlo,ll dx, 
Since pk 2 0 (See eXaI'I@e 1.19). Here gk = 0 and g = x[o,i] dx, since l(lk 1 0 (see example 
1.19). Here gk = 0 and g = $to,il so the conditions of theorem 2.4 are violated. On the 
other hand, /.& = Cr,J(-l)‘dj/k/k - 0 satisfies the hypotheses of theorem (2.3) since 
0 = gk + g = 0 but violates the hypotheses of theorem 1.15. 
To prove theorem 2.4 we will show that (CX) * (y) * (p). Since it is clear that Cp) * (a), this 
is sufficient. 
Proof that (CX) * (7). Let us consider the following subspace C(Rd, W): 
Endowed with the norm ,Sz$(llf(X)ll/(lXl + l)), S is a Banach space. Let us consider the 





It is easy to see that T, is continuous for the previous norms and that I( ~11 = jr(lg,,l + 1). 
Since for every f E S, T,(f) -+ T(f) where T(f) = jr f(g), we obtain by the Banach Steinhaus 
theorem that 
limllT,II c: +m 
which implies that 
s 
lg,l i M < +oo. 
R 
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So the g, are bounded in L’(I, dx). Given E > 0 choose N > 4 jig/ dx/c. Choose kc, > 0 so that 
k > k,, implies llgkl dx < 2j[gj dx. Then for k > k0 
wx: Ig,wl > NJ < 27 llg’ dx < E/2 9 
and 
dx(x: /g(x)1 > NJ < 7 jIgI dx < E/4 . 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Let fk E C(@, R) be as in (2.1) and define (D E C(lR, IR) by 
m = if IsI 5 N if (~1 L N. 
Since f,$ and a, 0 J$ are sublinear and continuous IL = fh(gk), I’ = f’(g) satisfy 
$dx -+ I’dx (2.10) 
<I$’ dx -+ (/‘)2 dx. (2.11) 
Then 
i 
Ifhr(g) - f&gJ2 dx = c (Q’ + (/‘)%lx - 7 2$I’dx. 
i s 5 
Using (2.11) for the first sum and (2.10) for the second shows that the right hand side con- 
verges to 
z! 
2(,‘)2 dx - c 2(,‘)2 dx = 0. 
i i j 
Sincefdgd = g, when Id 5 N and fJg) = g when lgj I N we see that we may choose K so 
that k L K implies 
dxlx: (gk(x)J 5 N and [g(x)1 I N and Igk(x) - g(x)1 2 ~1 c ~14. 
This combined with (2.8) and (2.9) proved that 
limdxlx: Jgk(X) - g(x)1 1 q) < E. 
As E > 0 was arbitrary this proves the desired result, (2.5). 
Proof that (y) + @). Let us remark to begin with that the image by f sublinear of a bounded 
set in L’ is equi-integrable. In other words, v L > 0, v E > 0, 
36>0, measA <6* Sup 
Lj 1 
IfWl c &- (2.12) 
7EL’,llgl~L A 
Indeed let R > 0 be so that 141 > R * 1 f(c)1 I clr1/2L, and let 6 = d(2B;yt,jf) + 1); then 
’ for every g in L’, so that j/g/ II L, and for every A such that measA < 6, 
f (g(x)) d-x 5 s f k(x)) k + s f c&d) dx A n(x. Mx)l z R) An(~.Ig(r)l SRI 
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Let then L = sup(jIg, dxl + {lg dul) < 00. Given E > 0, let R be so that for l[l 1 R, If(<)1 5 
el<l/4L. Choose 6 > 0, 6 < R, sq that for x and y in the ball of radius 2R centered at 0 E iRd 
lx - Yl < 6 = If(x) - f(Y)l < e/4 d0. 
We now choose, according to the previous property (2.12) 6, such that meas A < 6, =) 
Sup SA If(g)1 < ~1% and k > k0 such that meas Gk < 6, where Gk = (x, lgkl > RJ U 
Ilol <L 
lx, ld > RI. 
Choose also k, so that for k > k, 
M(ldx) - g&d 2 61 < a MU ,~s~llf(t)ll. 
We then write 
(2.13) 
s If(aA -fk)l 5 s Igr-gI<A IfW -.fwl + IhI, Id s 2R s Igk-gI<a Ifkk) - .mI ktl > 2R or Id > 2R 
+ Igt-gl > 6 If(&) - ml 
s 18kl.lkl s 2R 
+rl + 
E SuplfJ mes r 
4 Suplfl mes I- + /%-$!I>6 s 
I fW - f(g) I * 
lktl > 2R or Igl > 2R 
The last integral is arbitrarily small if we note that when 6 is less than R, and lg, - gl c 6, 
lg,l > 2R implies jgl > R and conversely. Then 
I&%-gl > 6 IfW -.&)I If(&) - J-WI 





and the proof is complete. n 
As in (1.25), theorem 2.4 has corollaries giving necessary and sufficient conditions for 
f(pk) - f(p) weak star in Q&2, IRd)’ or in BC(Q, lRd)’ with S2 open. The formulation and 
proof are left to the reader. 
3. a(p) WITH Q ASYMPTOTICALLY HOMOGENEOUS 
Suppose @: [Rd -+ IR has an asymptote in the sense that 
exists uniformly for < in compact subsets of lRd\O. Then G is positive homogeneous of degree 
zero and if F(r) = IrIG( Q = F + f with f sublinear. If @ is continuous, then, so is F and 
if Q(O) = 0, thenf(0) = 0. This motivates the following definition. 
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Definition. Q E C(lRd, IR) is called asymptotically homogeneous iff 
(i) Q(O) = 0 
(ii) ,ljm_ @(to/t ‘exists uniformly on It] = 1. 
The paragraph leading up to the definition establishes the following equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Cp is asymptotically homogeneous if and only if @ = F + f with 
j’, F E C(Rd, IR), F continuous and positive homogeneous of degree one and f sublinear with 
f(0) = 0. The functions F and f are uniquely determined by @. 
Definition. We suppose I c iR” is compact and ti is Lebesque measure on I. If 0: Rd -+ IR is 
asymptotically homogeneous then Q(P) d~r F(p) + f(p) where 0 = F + f is the decomposition 
of proposition 3.1 and F(p) and f(p) are defined in Sections 1 and 2 respectively. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose ,& , p E M(T, Rd) have Lebesque decompositions ,& = gk ti + vk , 
p=gdX+vandthat/& - p. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) @(pk) - Q(p) for all asymptotically homogeneous functions a. 
(II) gk converges to g in measure and the equivalent conditions of theorem I. 15 hold. 
Proof. The result follows immediately on combining theorem 1.15 and theorem 2.3. 
In the case of scalar valued measures, that is d = 1, the remark following example 1 .lO shows 
that ,u,j! - p * is sufficient to insure that F(pk) - F(p). The next variation of that condition is 
useful in our study of semilinear hyperbolic systems [4]. 
PROPOSITION3.3. Ifd = 1 andpk,,U,gk,g, vk, v are as in theorem 3.2, then the following con- 
dition is equivalent to conditions I and II of theorem 3.2. 
(III) Iflk - g&i - id. 
Proof. First we show that III implies that the conditions of theorem 2.3 hold. The lower 
semicontinuity of the variation yields 
(PI 5 lim inf),&l 5 lim infl,& - g dx] + ]g[ ti = Iv1 + (gl dx = Ip((. 
It follows that (~1 = limjpkl which verifies condition B of theorem 2.3 with the strictly convex 
norm p(s) = Is/. 
To show that gk converges to g in measure, observe that lgk - gj du 5 I& - g dul. Then for 
any rl > 0 fixed we UIUSt show that lim sup du(&) = 0 WhereAk = {X E r: I&(X) - g(X)1 2 q). 
Choose a Lebesque null set, M, with Iv((IU4) = 0. For any E > 0 we will show that 
lim sup d&,4,) < 3~. Given E choose compact Ki C M with Jv](Mw,) < EV. Choose compact 
K,cr~with~((T1K,)<&.Choose(oEC(T)withO~CoIl,cp=lonK,,~=OonK,. 
Then 
tlb(Ak nK,) 5 
1 
lgk - gb dX 5 lgk - & dX. 
Ak i 
Using I& - g/ du 5 lpk - g d_Xl, it follows that 
limsUpdX(AknK2) s VW’limsup(jP(k - gd_X],Cp> = r7-‘<IVI,V> < &. 
However, ti(rw,) < 2.5, so lim sup &(A,) < 3~. 
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This completes the proof that (III) implies the conditions of proposition 3.2. It remains to 
prove the converse. 
We first remark that it suffices to prove the converse for nonnegative sequences & 2 0. For 
arbitrary & we apply the SpeCid case to the sequence P: - g+ dx + v+ which itself satisfies the 
conditions of proposition 3.2. This yields I& - g+ dxl - v+. Similarly 1~; - g- dxl - v-. 
Sincepk-g&-p-gti=v,wehave 
Iv1 = v+ + v- 5 liminfl& - gdx( 5 limsuplpk - g&l. 
On the other hand, & - gcLX=& -g+dX+pI; -g-dx,so 
lim supI& - g dxl 5 lim sup{!& - g+ dul + I& - g-dxl) = v+ + v- = IvI. 
It follows that 1~~ - g dxl - [VI which is the desired conclusion. 
It remains to show that if j.& L 0 satisfy the hypotheses of proposition 3.2 then ) ,& - g dxl - 
Iv1 = v. Toward that end, note that 
i~k-g~i=~k-g~+2(~k-dX)-=~k-dX+2(gk-g)-dYe (3.4) 
We next prove that (gk - g)- dx converges to zero in norm. Given & > 0, choose 6 > 0 so 
that for any Bore1 set A with dx(A) c 6, we have J,., g & < ~12. Choose N so that for n > N, 
dX[X E r: lgk(X) - g(X)1 > E/2 dX(r)) = dx(AE,) < 6. 
Then, 
.r 
I(gk - g)-1 k = 
s OSgks8 (g - gk)dX = L&?,,, + Lgkfnrwi 
For n > N, the contribution of Ai is dominated by the integral of g over A;, hence by e/2. 
The contribution of the second integral is also dominated by c/2. This proves the desired norm 
convergence. 
It follows from (3.4) that I & - g dxl and ,& - g dx have the same weak limit so I ,& - g dx( - 
v = JvI. The proof of (III) for nonnegative ,& satisfying the conditions of proposition 3.2 is 
complete. H 
4. fk P), w&P), WC P) 
The results of the previous sections extend to functions which depend also on x. The 
modifications of the proofs are immediate. Here we describe an appropriate class of functions 
and the basic result. 
Definition. f E C(T x R’, W) is sublinear if f (x, 0) = 0 and Eirr f (x, T)/I< I = 0 uniformly on r. 
Definition. F E C(T x lRd, IR) is positively homogeneous of degree 1 iff F(x, t<) = ?F(x, <) for 
all x, r E I- x lRd and t > 0. 
Definition. 0 E C(I’ x I??‘, IR) is asymptotically homogeneous iff @(x, 0) = 0 for all x E I- and 
there is an F E C(I’ x lRd, IR) positively homogeneous of degree zero and a sublinear f such that 
@=F+f. 
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It is no problem to modify the definitions of Sections 1, 2 and 3 to define F(x, p), f(x, p), 
@(x, ,D) the last two requiring I c IR” and depending explicitly on the normalized Lsbesque 
measure dx. 
THEOREM 4.1. If pk, p satisfy the conditions of theorem 1.15 then F(x, pk) - F(x, ,u) for all 
positively homogeneous F fz C(T x I@: IT?). If bk = gk dx + vk, p = g d_x + v satisfy condi- 
tion (y) of theorem 2.3 thenf(x, ,&) + f(x, p) for all sublinearf E c(I X [Rd: @). If flk satisfies 
the conditions of theorem 1.15 and & + g in measure then @(x, &) - @(x, y) for all asymp- 
totically homogeneous @. 
Proof. Left to reader. 
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